The Commons Window frames and the first few windows are in! Scaffolding is back up on the lower level to install the soffits.

Mechanical Penthouse and Roof
Duct for the roof is being staged waiting for the air handler units to arrive late July.

Commons Roof
The roof is finished, and the mechanical frame is ready.
The Commons Classroom 105

Update: 6,000+ sq. ft.
state-of-the-art, collaborative classroom.
With 6 tiered levels and 6 projector screens.

Update: Overhead duct is being installed and siding on the walls continues going up.
Center Stair: Concrete was placed around the lower stair supports

North Side Level 1.5
The robot finished demolition and the masons are fast at work building the elevator shaft and new wall
**Chemistry Building Renovation & Addition**

**Update – Week of June 20th, 2022**

**Restrooms:** Tile is being installed in the level 2 restroom. All original bathrooms are being completely rebuilt and relocated.

**Level 2:** Hallways are almost ready for paint. The design will make the new hallways feel lighter and more open.